
Ingredients Includes: Polyethylene Terephthalate (in fizzy drink and water bottles. Salad 
trays); Polyvinyl Chloride (in pipes, fittings, window & door frames, thermal 
insulation, car parts); High Density Polyethylene (in milk bottles, bleach, 
cleaners & most shampoo bottles); Low Density Polyethylene (in carrier 
bags, bin liners, packaging films); Polypropyline (in margarine tubs, 
microwave meal trays, carpet fibres, vehicle upholstery); Cellulose Acetate 
(in cloth, photographic film, handles) (links 1 + 2).

Main sources: crude oil, coal & natural gas. 
Other sources: plants, trees, insects, animal milk and horns. 

Justice issues - geopolitics of oil resources (oil as a conflict resource);
- environmental & livelihood destruction at sites of extraction;
- waste plastic breaks down into tiny bits & intoxicates all organisms.

MoCC event/
place

Information 
resources

- Capt. Charles Moore (2009) Seas of plastic. TED talk (link) 
- http://make-shift.net (links page here)
- Minio-Paluello, M. (2012) BP’s Caucasus gas pipeline blows up, as conflict 

escalates along the route. platform.org 7 October (link)
- Meacher, M. (2008) The era of oil wars. The Guardian 29 June (link)
- Yeomans, M. (2004) Oil: a concise guide to the most important product on 

earth. London: New Press.

Activist 
events & 
resources

- Plastic Pollution Coalition’s ‘Plastic seduction’ video (link)
- Oils Wars. Greenpeace.org 19 October 2012 (link)
- Platform (oils art & activism organisation link)
- ‘Curse of the Black Gold. followthethings.com March 2011 (link)
- ‘Crude: the real price of oil’. followthethings.com  August 2011 (link)
- Chris Jordan (2009-) Midway: message from the Gyre.kickstarter.com (link)
- Beth Terry My plastic free life (blog link) - Dave’s Quiz (link)

MoCC Card 2:                                                                                   plastic packaging

Image source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lipstickproject/6372240609/
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READING 1: From the moment we wake up in the morning to the moment we go to sleep, oil controls our 
lives. Its influence reaches far into politics, international affairs, global economies ,human rights, and the 
environmental health of our planet. The most obvious way that oil dominates us, of course, is 
transportation. Oil powers 97 percent of America’s transportation needs and over half the oil we consume 
daily goes to keeping our cars and trucks on the road. ... Oil (also) provides heat in the winter for millions 
of American homes, and it accounts for 40 percent of our total energy needs. Without oil there would be 
no plastics, nor many of the chemically based medicines we take for granted. Perhaps most important, 
America would go hungry without oil: commercial agriculture would grind to a halt without oil to run farm 
and food processing machinery or to make fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides.  To better understand 
oil’s impact in our lives, I devised a little experiment. I would spend a day without oil. ...  I began in the 
bathroom. I’d have to carry off the rough-and-ready look this morning as petroleum products play a role in 
my shampoo, shaving cream, and deodorant. There was also going to be a lot of water to clear up - my 
plastic shower curtain is also an oil product. Brushing my teeth became a far less appealing experience 
without the benefit of toothpaste, whose ingredients include petrochemical-enhanced artifical coloring and 
mineral oils. ... As it was, I was going to have to make do with only limited vision as both my contact 
lenses and plastic-lens eyeglasses came from petrochemicals ... I left my house and immediately 
encountered another problem. All New York streets are paved with asphalt, the sticky by-product that 
remains after refining crude oil to extract its more lucrative properties, like gasoline and heating oil. ... [and 
so on]” (Yeomans 2004, p.xi-xiii).

READING 2: Chevron spokesperson Kent Robertson recently attacked the film [Crude] as being ‘long on 
emotions and short on facts’ even though no one at Chevron has actually confirmed seeing the film. 
Filmmaker Joe Berlinger called Robertson's claims ‘outlandish’, pointing out that ‘the film goes to great 
lengths to give as much attention to the positions of each of the opposing parties in this landmark case as 
is possible in a featured length documentary.’ ‘The nationwide release of CRUDE is a nightmare for 
Chevron,’ said Mitch Anderson, Corporate Accountability Campaigner with Amazon Watch. ‘We urge 
people to see the film and to let Chevron know that it can no longer afford to evade it's clean up 
responsibility in Ecuador.’ CRUDE is a high-stakes David vs. Goliath legal drama with 30,000 Amazon 
rainforest dwellers facing down the 5th largest corporation in the world for the dumping of 18 billion 
gallons of toxic wastewater and abandoning over 900 unlined crude oil pits in the midst of rainforest 
communities. CRUDE shows the truth that Chevron doesn't want the world to see,’ said Atossa Soltani, 
Executive Director of Amazon Watch. ‘The film is a balanced look at all sides of this monumental case but 
in the end, Chevron clearly emerges as the guilty party. As CRUDE continues to pack theaters, the 
pressure for Chevron to be held accountable in Ecuador will surely grow’ (Anon 2009b np link).

READING 3: I showed (Governor Schwarzenegger) and (his wife) Maria a zooplankton trawl from the gyre  
(spiral oceanic surface current) north of Hawaii with more plastic than plankton. ... Now, how do we 
analyze samples like this ...? We sort the plastic fragments into different size classes, from five millimeters 
to one-third of a millimeter. Small bits of plastic concentrate persistent organic pollutants up to a million 
times their levels in the surrounding seawater. We wanted to see if the most common fish in the deep 
ocean, at the base of the food chain, was ingesting these poison pills. We did hundreds of necropsies, 
and over a third had polluted plastic fragments in their stomachs. The record-holder, only two-and-a-half 
inches long, had 84 pieces in its tiny stomach. Now, you can buy certified organic produce. But no 
fishmonger on Earth can sell you a certified organic wild-caught fish. This is the legacy we are leaving to 
future generations. The throwaway society cannot be contained -- it has gone global. We simply cannot 
store and maintain or recycle all our stuff. We have to throw it away. (Moore 2009 np link).
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